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Topazery Showcases Three-Strand Pearl Necklace

ATLANTA, GEORGIA – A three-strand pearl necklace, reminiscent of pearl jewelry worn
by Audrey Hepburn in the 1961 film classic “Breakfast at Tiffany’s,” is being showcased within the
curated collection of Topazery, one of the Internet’s leading websites for vintage and antique
jewelry. Adding to the allure and sophistication of this unique offering is a platinum and diamond
bowtie clasp.
“A strand of pearls should be a staple in any woman’s jewelry
collection,” said Jan Walden, founder of Topazery. “This three-strand pearl
necklace was a real find for us with 165 Akoya pearls, and the black tie
treatment of a platinum and diamond clasp. It is truly rare and unique.”
Shaped like a bowtie, the necklace’s box-style closure is accented
with a collection of round brilliant and single cut diamonds. The clasp can be
worn in the back for a sophisticated, polished daytime look, and then slid
around to the front at night to bring on the glamour. The piece is vintage
circa 1940.
“We are indebted to Audrey Hepburn for elevating pearls into one of the
most sort-after gems,” Walden said. “One of my favorite things about pearls is
the fact that you can wear them at the office, with jeans on the weekend or on
a night out at a fashionable restaurant. Pearls are a statement of classic fashion,
and this three-strand piece is the ultimate.”
To view details on this piece and other pearl jewelry offerings curated
by Topazery, visit their website at www.topazery.com.

About Topazery
Topazery is one of the leading online resources for vintage and antique jewelry. Launched in 2002,
www.topazery.com is the home of a meticulously curated collection of vintage and antique jewelry,
including engagement rings, necklaces, bracelets and other unique period pieces of all kinds. The
Topazery team includes a master jeweler and a certified gemologist appraiser, led by Jan Walden, a
GIA-educated professional who founded Topazery and has hand-selected each item in the Topazery
collection.

